SLC eliminates alcohol rules

by Tom Kruczek
Staff Reporter

In a special meeting yesterday, the Student Life Council voted to temporarily eliminate existing guidelines pertaining to alcohol consumption on campus. After passing the proposal, the Council stressed that the responsibility now rests with the students, not the University, to comply with Indiana's drinking law.

The proposal, submitted by Dennis Etienne, recommended the suspension last until April 22. This action resulted from Indiana Court of Appeals' ruling which extended legal liability to anyone serving intoxicating beverages to minors.

In a response to a question by Dean of Students John Macheca, Etienne clarified the proposal. "It means that the dean of students office will be temporarily out of the picture for parties and the like out of the dean's office and putting it at the hall level."

Student responsibility

A voice vote was taken, and the proposal was approved. After its approval, Macheca and Facenda both asked that students realize their responsibilities under the new law, and that even though they are on campus, they will have to comply with Indiana state law.

The law, as Facenda explained to the group, makes two things clear. First, the university is responsible for the actions of those who are under age if there is possession or evidence by the University of the serving of alcohol to those under 21. Second, those in authority must act to prevent those under age from obtaining the alcohol.

Facenda added that because of this law, "Everyone connected with the actions of the person after he has his first drink is responsible, and if an incident should occur, all those responsible for letting him have that first drink, and that goes from the rector to the hall president, to the RA, all the way down, must bear the liability."

"The test now is not any longer for the person to be drunk. It is now the minute he has that first drink, that the responsibility begins. For an adult, intoxication is still the test for a court case."

Dr. Fred Syburg, professor of Speech and drama, observed, "The proposal states that we can get by until Monday when the Dean of Students gives no permission for parties and if we are reminded of the Indiana state law."

As Tostal implications

Facenda commented on the implications for the coming weekend and the An Tostal celebration. "The guidelines have been dropped for the weekend which regulate the campus social activity. No permissions for parties will be granted by the Dean, and now it is up to the individual student to meet the obligations of the Indiana state law. The students are made aware of the law, and now it is up to them as individuals," he said.

Michigan drinking

The question also was brought up of the availability of Michigan to the students and their lower age for legal drinking. It was pointed out that the University is responsible for the actions of students if the alcohol is purchased in Michigan, but if it is drunk on campus however, the University is not responsible if the alcohol is drunk in Michigan or if it is drunk off campus.

Symposium begun on American foreign policy

by Joel Burian
Staff Reporter

"The peace of the world is in a cradle that is being rocked by the major world powers; however, no one is willing to steady it."

These remarks were made last evening by the featured speaker, Dr. Charles Burton Marshall, at the first meeting of the Symposium on "American Foreign Policy in the Post-Vietnam Era," sponsored by the Notre Dame Department of Government and International Studies at the Center for Continuing Education.

Dr. Stephen Kertesz, Director of the University's Institute for International Studies, opened the symposium stating that problems to be considered for the next three days will deal with America's foreign policy in areas of world peace, and relationships with the Soviet Union, Western Europe and the Middle East as well as policies concerning the problems facing the Third World nations.

Kertesz emphasized, in relation to the Third World countries, not only the United States, but all developed countries must establish policies to assist these underdeveloped countries. "The developed countries of the world must place their equal level of their own domestic policies, policies directed to aiding the Third World countries in their problems of hunger, education, and economic development," he said.

Following Kertesz's opening remarks, the session moderator, George A. Brinkley, introduced the principal speaker of the evening, Dr. Marshall, Director of the Institute of International Studies at Johns Hopkins University.

Marshall's address entitled "Defence: Reality or Histrionics?" established a framework within which the next three days' sessions will be built.

No steady balance of power

Marshall began with a brief history of world peace including the period following World War I, World War II, the post-World War era, and today's short post-Vietnam War era.

"In each period," stated Marshall, "there was always (and is today) a shift in attitudes concerning the responsibility for the departure of intervention in world hot spots by Major World Powers. The Powers being soft abolitionists or hard abolitionists on the question."

He pointed out that the United States is now in a position of hard abolition, whereby a reduction of arms takes place. On the other hand, the Soviet Union is in the soft abolitionist state, where there is a buildup of military might.

There is a so-called "balance of power" between the United States and the Soviet Union. However, "no one is willing to steady the cradle," Marshall feels, "in the minds of today's policymakers is the strategic image based on the punitive
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Nixon disbarment considered

NEW YORK (UPI) — The New York City Bar Association announced Thursday it was looking into the possibility of bringing disciplinary proceedings against President Nixon.

John Bonomi, head of the association's committee on discipline, said the bar was scrutinizing the legal propriety of the President's actions in the Watergate, the Ellsberg burglary and illegal campaign contributions.

He also listed former Attorney General John N. Mitchell, James W. McPherson, former White House aide Gordon L. Brinkley, Marshall Shulman, Christopher Osakwe, C.C., and George Washington University law school.

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except holidays. For deliveries call 234-3526. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

The code of professional responsibility of the ABA forbids a lawyer to engage in "illegal conduct involving moral turpitude, dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation," and also requires lawyers who know of such activity to report it.

Should his committee recommend disbarment, Bonomi said the case would be heard by the Appellate Division which could order censure, suspension or disbarment.

The secret to everyone's designs and eye-opening Rodino airs threat of impeachment

By HOWARD FIELDS

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The chairman of the House Judiciary Committee Thursday rejected a White House compromise suggestion and said the White House was less than full compliance with the panel's subpoena of presidential tapes covering the Watergate investigation.

Later, after Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-N.J., stated the impeachment panel's position, U.S. District Judge John W. Sirica ordered a subpoena to be issued directing President Nixon to supply Watergate investigators with tapes and other evidence covering about five dozen White House conversations.

Sirica, acting upon the request of Watergate special prosecutor Leon Jaworski, directed Nixon to answer the new subpoena by 10 a.m. (EDT) on May 2. Jaworski said the materials, which the White House has refused to hand over, were needed for use in the Watergate coverup trial that is due to begin Sept. 9.

Discussing the subpoena the Judiciary Committee Thursday reversed Rodino earlier. Rodino rejected the suggestions of White House officials that the panel be censured by the President or his aides before they are given to the impeachment inquiry panel.

Call him for any questions concerning:

* CREDIT *
* INSURANCE *
* USED AND NEW CARS *
* PAINT AND BODY SHOPS *

Thank you! Harry Shaffer
Student Rep.
288-1421

Nixon disbarment considered

David Young, former co-director of the White House "plumbers" group, and former White House aide Gordon Strachan as subjects of the inquiry.

Bonomi described the probe as "a preliminary investigation to determine whether or not disciplinary action should be brought.

Most of the information for the inquiry was provided by the office of special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski and the Senate Watergate Committee, Bonomi said.

He said allegations against the President and other licenced to practice law in New York were made last year by the National Organization of Bar Councils of Watergate Discipline, a committee within the American Bar Association (ABA).

In Washington, Jaworski said Thursday that pursuant to an agreement with the ABA only information already available to the public would be provided and to date has consisted solely of material that is part of the public record, particularly in dictations or information.

The code of professional responsibility of the ABA forbids a lawyer to engage in "illegal conduct involving moral turpitude, dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation," and also requires lawyers who know of such activity to report it.

Should his committee recommend disbarment, Bonomi said the case would be heard by the Appellate Division which could order censure, suspension or disbarment.
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Legal aid given to local inmates

by Mary Janca
Staff Reporter

In an experimental volunteer program run by the University of Notre Dame, students are giving basic legal instruction to inmates at the Indiana State Penitentiary in Michigan City.

This four-week program, which began on Saturday April 6, was preceded by a book campaign by students which added scores of law volumes to the prison library.

Approximately ten law students have volunteered to participate in the irregularly-scheduled seminars in the prison, said Law School Teacher Fellow Dr. Cekanski. Faculty members are also expected to become involved, she added.

“A major goal of the program,” according to its director, Tom Plisko, is to help inmates to understand their own situation, and to “raise the awareness level” of inmates, so that they might become more aware of now they can help themselves in legal matters and discover what their rights are.

A discussion on court and appeals procedures, and an explanation of the basics of the judicial process by second-year law student Ann Williams, opened the program, said Cekanski.

Law in layman’s terms

A second seminar last Thursday given by Cekanski focused on “giving a general and basic understanding of what the legal terms mean in layman’s terms, giving the essential elements of a legal brief, and explaining to inmates how they might begin their own legal research,” she continued.

Other subjects to be covered at future meetings include techniques of research, case analysis, and the formalities of filing “prose” motions, said Williams.

Response of the inmates to the program has thus far been very favorable, stated Cekanski. “The inmates have been very receptive, and have had many questions,” she added.

Inmate attendance at the seminars has risen from 42 at the first talk, to over 50 at the second, “to raise the awareness level” of inmates, so that they might become more aware of now they can help themselves in legal matters and discover what their rights are.

By second-year law student Ann Williams

Law in layman’s terms

The ongoing work of CILA was presented by the CULTURAL ARTS COMMSSIONS AMERICAN CHARACTER SERIES

NEW CILA officers elected

by Sue Nash
Staff Reporter

Selected on April 6 to co-ordinate the activities of CILA were Doug Allen, treasurer; Mike Smith, project director; Larry Schlereth, education; Marianne Cleary, secretary; and Michael Story, project director.

Last year, as traditionally, there were four CILA officers. However, through extensive reorganization, CILA has broadened its perspective and increased its activities, thus necessitating the new organizational model. CILA also sought to involve more members in its actual planning and decision-making.

This year each officer, with the exception of the treasurer, will be in charge of a group of CILA members who have expressed interest in his or her area of specialization. These people will be in charge of the planning and decision-making for that area.

“We are really looking forward to working together as officers,” said Beckman. “I find that each officer has something special to add, including much enthusiasm.”

She continued, “I hope that we can not only improve project preparation and follow-up, but also expand concepts and fund raising and further develop our volunteer projects in South Bend.” In the past, funds were raised through Christmas card sales. Beckman hopes that other ways of raising money can now be implemented.

Several projects are planned for this summer. In the United States, CILA will work in Appalachia, in New Orleans, and on an Indian Reservation in North Dakota.

Other sites are located in Mexico, Panama, and St. Lucia, and island in the Caribbean. CILA is involved with tutoring of high school Chicano and in working with the elderly of South Bend. Members also share expertise with their faculty project advisors and other faculty members who open their homes to the organization. Over the Easter break, CILA celebrated a Passover seder at the home of Professor Thomas Schlereth of the American Studies department.

Any student interested in becoming involved with CILA can call Beckman (6766), Cleary (4797), Pittenger (1469) or any of the other CILA officers to discuss CILA in greater detail.

New CILA officers hope to expand fund-raising and volunteer work in South Bend.

PUBLIC ACCESS TV

Monday, April 22
7 PM
Room 340 Moreau, SMC

Sing, dance, tell jokes or just gripe, do it on videotape.

An evening with

Presented by the CULTURAL ARTS COMMISSIONS AMERICAN CHARACTER SERIES

Sunday, April 21st at 8:00pm
Washington Hall
Admission $1.00 Patrons Free

Enjoy a snack or dinner

35 Varieties of Pancakes
Chicken - Steak - Sandwiches
Friday Nites: Perch Dinners

Your Host

The Colonial

Pancake House

U.S. 31 (Dixieway) North
(Across from Holiday Inn)
Bob Edwards, ND '50

Performed by
Jim Sullivan
Nearby bars watch for underage drinkers

by David Kaminski
Staff Reporter

The campus bar in a central feature in the social life of the Notre Dame student body. With the Indiana drinking age set at 21, underage students often borrow or buy false I.D.s in order to join their fellow students at the bars. False I.D.s are usually easy to get. However, the students perhaps know or care what can happen if they’re caught drinking underage. Not only to themselves but to the bar owner as well. An underage drinker might be fined forced to close for a few days, or he might lose his license and his business permanently.

The underage drinker is only one of many problems that make running a student bar a difficult business.

Three I.D.s

In all but one situation, Indiana law holds the responsible for any person under 21 caught in his bar.

According to Sergeant Maurice Fischer of the Indiana Excise State Police, if a minor can produce three matching false I.D.s, the Alcoholic Beverage Commission considers that the bar owner has removed any reasonable doubt about age. The commission then does not hold the bar owner responsible for the presence of the minor.

However, people are not often asked to produce three I.D.s, and so bar owners do get caught with minors in their bars. Some bars are luckier than others about getting caught.

Joe Mel, owner of Corby’s Tavern, says that in the four years that he has owned the bar, he has been caught only once. That once was for a minor loitering in the bar, not for serving the minor. However, Rick Kanser, a 1973 graduate of Notre Dame and probably the youngest person to ever hold a bar license in Indiana, has not been so lucky. Already this school year his bar, the Library, is up before the ABC for a violation.

On a night when the Excise Police say there were 150 people in the Library, one person was caught under age. Kanser estimates that it will cost him $1,000 in legal expenses to present his case before the ABC in Indianapolis. If he loses the case, Kanser suggests that the ABC should close his down for a week.

“Tavern owners are more crowded than the average bar. With a larger group there is a larger percentage of violations. We have to work the odds and check the busiest places,” said Fischer.

Fischer believes that usually the bar owners cooperate with the Excise Police and the ABC. “I don’t believe that tavern owners are deliberate in violating the law. There are a limited number of beverage licenses and they are a prized possession,” Fischer says.

Michigan and Sunday

Michigan’s law permitting 18-year-olds to drink also relieves some underage drinking problems in bars in bars and causes others.

One bar owner feels that with Michigan only a short drive away, he has less pressure put on him by minors in South Bend. South Bend residents usually have access to cars and can drive to Michigan. Fischer feels that it is unfortunate that the drinking ages of Michigan and Indiana differ.

“I’d put a bad light on things in Indiana,” Fischer says. “Minors ask, ‘Why can’t I drink here if I can drink just up the road?’ They’ve got a good point. But all we can do is enforce the existing law.”

“Personally, I don’t think it’s a fair shake,” Fischer adds.

Some bar owners also feel that the Sunday liquor law in Indiana is unfair to smaller establishments.

According to the law, two conditions have to be met in order for an establishment to serve liquor on Sunday. The establishment must have over $50,000 in annual gross sales of food. Also, 50 percent of the annual gross sales of the establishment must be in food. This law obviously allows the restaurant with a cocktail lounge to open on Sunday, but prohibits the small bar from opening.

Rick Kanser is talking about hiring an attorney and getting together with other bar owners to challenge the existing Indiana law, claiming that it’s discriminatory to the small bar owner. Kanser predicts that he can bring a strong case to court.

Cups

One of the biggest problems currently facing the campus bar owners is not taking place inside the bar, but outside on the curb in the streets.

Walking toward campus from the Corby’s—Nickle’s—Library area, a constant trail of beer cups, disposable beer bottles and other bar trash in the gutters and on the lawns of homes. Bar patrons leaving with their drinks are causing the litter. The law prohibits patrons from leaving a bar with a drink in their hands. The bar owners feel that it is often impossible for them to prevent customers from carrying their drinks out with them. But the owners are being held responsible for the litter accumulating outside about their bars.

Currently, the St. Joseph County Public Health department is investigating several complaints about the beer cup litter outside the campus bars.

One bar owner commented, “I wish some night a cop would sit outside my door and hand out citations for anyone walking out with a drink. After a few minutes of ticketing, the problem would

(continued on page 12)
On education

Jung conference starts today

"Jung and Education: Myth and Ritual," is the theme of the second conference on psychologist Carl Jung, which begins today in the Center for Continuing Education and is free.

A film of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at 1:30 this afternoon in the CCE auditorium will open the conference. Commentaries on "The Meaning of Shakespeare's Dream Images and Symbols," "Psychology and Shakespeare: Dreams and a Midsummer Night's Dream," by Assistant Professor of English Paul Rathburn and Associate Professor of Education John Meaney, respectively, will follow.

Northwestern's popular synthesizer of Jung, Professor Leland Ruff, will then lecture on "Literature as Symbolic Obliqueness: Modes and Psychic Wholeness."

A filmed BBC interview with Jung, entitled "Face to Face," and another called "The Story of C.G. Jung," will follow dinner.

Friday night features John Hay discuss "What Kind of Story Are We In?"

The second symposium beginning Saturday at 9:00 a.m. is devoted to mythology and visionary experiences.

Convention attended by ND students

by Jane Cannon
Staff Reporter

Rick Pyfer and Tom Schnellenberger, members of the Notre Dame Circle K Club, attended the 12th Annual Indiana District Circle K Convention earlier this month. South Bend Kiwanians Ith Bazzanesser and Greg Geci also attended the meeting at the Warsaw, Indiana, Holiday Inn.

Attendance at the convention included over 100 members from ten clubs in the Indiana district. Guests included Circle K governors from Ohio, New Jersey, Eastern Canada, and the International Vice-President from Ploduo, as well as numerous Kiwanians.

The major function of the convention was the election of new district officers. The meeting also gave the members an opportunity to exchange thoughts and ideas on both a formal and informal level.

Workshops were held in the five major concern areas: environment, community, health, student and prison reform. Workshops were also held for individual club officers.

Notable projects receiving recognition included the counseling of individuals on parole by the Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne Extension Club, and the clearing of a logjam by the Manchester Club. Walkathons by the Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne Extension Club and by the Indiana Club, which netted $2400 and $3000, respectively, and the Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne Extension Club also received recognition.

District awards were presented and the new district officers were installed at the Farewell Banquet.

A lecture entitled "Images, the Visionary Mind, and Mythology: Psychosis and the Visionary Mind," by Dr. John Perry of San Francisco, and another on "Psychology of the "Billy Jack," by John Manchester of Taos, New Mexico, will talk about psychological aspects of Taos Indian initiations.

Saturday evening features a unique demonstration—lecture of the Indian Native American Church with its Peyote ritual by Dr.'s Jack Laney and Bruce Jewell and their wives.

A four-symposium on "Jungian Psychology and Education" gets underway on Sunday morning at 9:30 in the CCE Auditorium.

"Toward a Jungian Sociology," by Charles Hubbard of Cal State at Northridge and "The Image of God, in Jung's thought by Dr. James Hening, comprise the morning's events.

Sunday afternoon includes talks by Professors Morton Kelley and Thomas Kapacinos and Dean Frederick Cronon, and a Round Table discussion with all conference participants.

So you want to be a star.

Here's your chance!

Ombudsman Enterprises is producing a musical comedy about Notre Dame.

We need people who think they can

act, sing, dance or play a Musical Instrument.

Stop by Student Government Office this Sunday between 12 and 4 p.m.

No Long-Term Commitment!

Year after year, semester after semester, the CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster

Field Associate in your area:

1005 E. LaSalle
South Bend, Ind.
Phone 287-2327

CollegeMaster

SMC SOCIAL COMMISSION
presents the movie

DUMBO

Sunday, April 21st, Little Theatre 3,7,9 pm

Admission 25c
Voting for Ugliest Man begins today

by Thomas O’Neill
Staff Reporter

As part of the An Tostal festivities this weekend, a contest to find the “Ugliest Man On Campus” has been prepared. The UMOC will be selected by the students, faculty, and staff. The contest will close at 10PM tonight.

Students are eligible and encouraged to participate, either by voting or campaigning for themselves, friends or enemies. Students are asked to look at themselves as ugly as possible with make up, masks or costumes. A natural lack of facial beauty will also be respected.

Students may vote for anyone as many times as they wish. Each vote costs only 1 cent, and proceeds go to various charities, Muscular Dystrophy and Logan Center in particular.

There are no rules at all concerning campaigning or the number of those in the competition. Group efforts by hall sections, clubs, or organizations are encouraged.

The UMOC contest is a first for Notre Dame and is being sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity.

Fr. Gerber named Holy Cross head

Fr. John C. Gerber, C.S.C., a member of the English Department of Stonehill College, North Easton, Mass., has been appointed religious superior of the Holy Cross priests and brothers at the University of Notre Dame for a three year term by the Rev. William M. Lewers, C.S.C., provincial of the Indiana Province of the Congregation of Holy Cross. The appointment will become effective in early June.

Fr. Gerber, son of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Gerber Sr., 2144 Upton Ave., Toledo, Ohio, was born in Toledo, September 30, 1930, and entered Holy Cross Seminary, Notre Dame, in 1944 following his graduation from Toledo’s Gesu parish grammar school. He graduated from the University of Notre Dame in 1953 and, after four years of theology at Holy Cross College Washington, D.C., was ordained to the priesthood at Notre Dame on June 6, 1957.

Since his ordination, Fr. Gerber has taught at an Indian mission school in St. Michaels, Arizona. He has been at Stonehill College since last September.

Fr. Gerber succeeds Fr. Thomas J. McDonagh, C.S.C., who resigned for reasons of health and is now chaplain at St. Mary’s Convent, Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame. Fr. Thomas F. McNally, C.S.C., has been serving as acting superior.

Father Lewers also announced that the Rev. Richard F. Berg, C.S.C., of the faculty of St. Edward’s University, Austin, Texas, has been appointed superior of Holy Cross religious at the University of Portland, Portland, Oregon, and elsewhere in Oregon, succeeding the Rev. James G. Anderson, C.S.C., whose term expires in June.
Love thy neighbor

Dear Editor:

In response to Bernard Nnorlag's letter in the April 5 Observer: The duty of the Christian clergy is not to tell us how to save our souls. It is to show us that God loves us. That this love is immeasurable, everlasting... always there.

This is hard to take, this recognition of being loved. It's easier to cop-out and avoid this responsibility with worrying about being saved. We are saved. And we are faced with a love that implies a response. This is where the clergy comes in.

It is the job of the clergy to suggest how, by word and deed, to respond to this love. This is, I think, what Fr. Toohey was trying to do. He was saying to respond to this love with love. Not by hugging a crucifix or cataloging nine first Fridays, but by loving your neighbor and being concerned for their welfare. Unavoidably, this includes draft resisters, Mr. Nnorlag. This can be our most powerful response to the love of God.

Love might be considered a responsibility toward the ones most needful of our service and devotion. The ones most needful of our love.

Is your car safe tonight?

Editor:

My time finally came. Yes, I was "affected" to quote Bill O'Neill, and helped keep dear friends in the Administration and I would like to share my story so that other students may partake in the experience and be enriched as I was. I'm not so fortunate was.

It happened on Friday, March 22, that my parents flew out of the South Bend airport and asked if I would like to keep the car till they got back ten days later. I left it in

Stepan Center lot over the weekend and went to see Mr. Art Pears (Director of Security) on Monday to inquire about temporary permit. He was not in at the time so I called between classes later that day to say I might not be able to make it until Tuesday, although I would certainly try. Unfortunately a special meeting for my German class was on until 5:30, and alas Mr. Pears had gone home for the day. Thus on Tuesday morning I discovered two tickets on my car... for not having a decal and one for parking in Stepan Center lot. I proceeded to Mr. Pears' office to again see about a permit (these important matters must, of course, be dealt with by the Director of Security in person). He then informed me that that was not the correct place to park the car, rather D-1 was because I was a student. I asked how they knew the car belonged to a student and he explained to me the procedure. That is, they checked my license plates with the Michigan License Bureau and then checked the enrollment list to see if that person was a student. How efficient can you be? That leaves us to question of D-1. Somehow I fail to see what benefit an indentification as I would have gotten a ticket for no decal and one for parking in D-1. But Mr. Pears' explanation, and did issue me a temporary permit for D-1 and demanded my car keys.

I can't drive my car, because freshmen aren't allowed to have cars on a permanent basis. Well that's fine, but I know for a fact that it is done on a temporary basis such as this. I decided to let Mr. Pears play the game for the time being, but said I might be back Monday to get the car because I had a place of campus to keep it. His reply. "No you won't."

Thinking I had misunderstood me, I repeated it in more detail this time, explaining that I was taking it off-campus, i.e. out of his jurisdiction. Apparently he didn't agree with my reasoning because he again said, "No you won't. Freshmen can't drive on campus."

I'm not quite sure how to get it through to him that I got the car because of my two sisters that came to visit me this last weekend and I needed it to pick them up, etc. Not that it should make any difference. I think I'm technically supposed to get permission from the Dean of Students. It's obvious why he needs another Assistant Dean when all his time is taken up giving permission for students to tie their shoes. And it's pathetic when you realize that Security goes through every lot every day (more or less) checking for decals and tracing license plates while some guy's stereo is getting ripped off or some girl is getting raped on her way to St. Mary's. But after all, we all must have our priorities.

Remember, fellows, students, that Security is there to protect you. After all, they have to have something to keep them busy.

Laurie Kinney

Ed Snyder

The food service?

Editor:

I would like to take a minute to inform all returning students of the so-called "vacation" that we, who remained at school over the Easter break, experienced at the "New" South Dining Hall. Apparently the personnel and management of the Notre Dame Food Service have forgotten what they are supposed to represent—a service indeed, a service paid for by ever increasing room and board fees.

The number of students who chose to remain at N.D. for the holidays was inordinately high. Why then was but one wing of the only dining hall open to serve the students? Why then were serving hours diminished? Perhaps even more incomprehensible and excusable were certain actions of food personnel to which I was a witness. On Holy Thursday a conveyer belt supervisor was heard to say to a fellow employee improperly bus his tray, and on Easter Sunday an overly zealous "dedication!" female employee closed the doors to breakfast on my roommate even though he were at the checkers' stand on time.

Such incidents of disorganization, lack of courtesy, and general incompetence do not serve a purpose. However, it is obvious that such behavior is but a symptom in a cause and effect relationship that determines the dining habits of the typical student (a clientele which would be most unwelcome in my home). Attendance to service was improved, the discourteous pushing and shoving, the wasteful use of food, the wanton destruction of utensils and glasses, and even the demeaning,"I am the manager—oops!—dining hall itself could be eliminated.

Respectfully,
the STOOS

The editor
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My neighbor is not my country, nor the mass of people in it. It is the individuals of this mass. Priorities are set Jesus-style: to the ones most needful of our concern, like the prisoners, the exiled, and the lonely.

This is the sort of thing expected of a clergy that tries to point out a cop-out like "concern for our students" and helps all people approach the reality of, and responsibility to, an immutable love.

Don't avoid it... respond!!

Ed Snyder

Maid wanted

Dear Editor,

I have not been too concerned with Father Burtchaell and Dean Macheca's response to Mr. Joseph's alleged reply to Dr. J. Michael Quill. I am more interested in discussing the issues raised by the response that, instead of discussing the issues raised by the response that Mr. Joseph made to Dr. Quill, he erects a series of strawmen and then attacks them.

First, no criticism or derogatory comments were directed at the crowds at Pauley Pavilion. I am uncertain why he feels compelled to defend them.

Second, the reference to Bill Walton's arrogance and immaturity had nothing to do with Coach Wooden's policy of protecting his players from the press. Rather, it referred to Walton's boorish behavior during the game, when he criss to the officials and shakes his head in stunned incredulity that they would have the audacity to call a foul on a player of his stature. And finally, Dr. Quill never demeaned Coach Wooden's record. He merely pointed out that Wooden's sideline activity is in sharp contrast to his self-righteous posture.

While Mr. Joseph may be correct in saying that Wooden is not unique with respect to these and procratistics, he ignores the fact that no other coach cultivates and presents an image of strict moral rectitude. Dick Harter, the Oregon coach, after hearing that Wooden was autographing books before the UCLA-oregon game, wondered if they were They Call Me Coach, the Official Guide, or the Bible. I cannot imagine anyone asking a similar question about Al McGuire.

If Mr. Joseph intended to answer Dr. Quill, he should have dealt with the original points and not indulged figments of his imagination.

Sincerely,

Michael P. Poder

P.O. Box 4
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

Address all letters to:
The Editor
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
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**Ride A Bike**

Sunday will probably be a nice sunny day, the kind that can even make mentally retarded children glad they are alive. You can help them enjoy it even more by Riding a Bike for the Retarded in the bicycle marathon sponsored by the Indiana State Teachers' Association on April 28. Patterned after hunger hikes, riders will earn the pledges of donators for each mile they ride. All proceeds will go to Logan Center and the St. Joseph County Committee on the Retarded to finance plans to bring the retarded out of homes and institutions and establish them in group living situations.

Our society is now gradually becoming aware that mental health is an area of medicine that is sadly neglected. Students at Notre Dame have responded greatly, understanding the problem and volunteer time and energy through clinics such as Logan Center. It is time to reinforce this contribution. The need for understanding, education and concern is not easily simplified. Money and willing hands are needed to unlock the doors of misunderstanding that have long inhibited proper consideration of mental health.

There is something that can be done to spread aid to the support of this cause, and it's as easy as riding a bike. You can do it this weekend by contacting Jay Niederman today.

Ride a Bike for the Retarded. If you can't, please pledge support for someone who can.

—Ann McCurry

---

**A Slip of the Tongue**

Both statements are irresponsible and somewhat unforgivable. Especially in the case of Saxbe, who is not only affecting the reputation of Patricia Hearst, but could be endangering her life as well, since it is possible that she is still being held by the SLA.

No matter how the statements are qualified, or what disclaimers are at-tatched to them in a flurry of afterthoughts, the damage is already done. Men who reach positions of power and influence are expected to demonstrate control enough to successfully operate without misusing their powers.

Mr. Saxbe's refusal to recognize the right to be considered innocent until proven guilty. His statement echoes a similar one made several years ago, at the time of the trial of Charles Manson, President Nixon's press conference that Charles Manson was "guilty without a doubt."

—Fred Graver

---

**Alligator Alley**

Untitled due to lack of interest

Ken Girouard

---

The alarm clock rings. As he rolls over, his arm automatically swings out and silences the bellowing bell. Starting at the ceiling now, he tries to piece together his consciousness in order to make the effort to get out of bed. Finally mustering enough energy, he rolls out of bed and, making a half-assed effort not to wake his roommate, he searches for his clothes. "Damn," He says to himself, "I wish this was Saturday morning."

Finally dressed, he stumbles out of the room and trudges across the quad to the dining hall, all the while cursing the South Bend weather and wishing that the campus was in Miami. After showering his I.D. to the sleepy attendant, he proceeds to the food line and surveys the morning's culinary offerings. Rubber eggs and cold bacon. "Again?" he cries, "You ought to hire Betty Crockery as your dietician."

Nevertheless, he takes the bacon and eggs, grabs a cup of coffee, and moves into the dining room. He looks around the room at all the zombies who are doing last minute cramming before the test. Satisfied that there is no one that he knows, he spits on an empty table and crawls over to it.

Four cups of coffee later, he now feels awake enough to start his day. "Boy, I can't wait until the mail gets here. Maybe I'll get something today." Rubbing back to the dorm, he makes a bee-line for the mailbox. Inserting the key, he opens the door and stares at the black, cave-like interior of the mailbox.

"Well, maybe this afternoon," he says optimistically.

He now gathers his books and makes off for the day's first class. As the morning progresses and he sits in class after class, the same thought runs through his head. "Jesus, I wish this class would end. This guy can talk for hours. When is it going to be lunchtime?"

Morning finally over, its now time for lunch. He races over to the dining hall in an effort to beat the 12-10 rush. Arriving just a hair too late, he grabs an Observer and immediately turns to the sports page. He wades through the lunch line, all the while keeping his eyes riveted to this week's football poll. He gets through the line and goes into the dining room. Spotting a group of friends, he walks over to the table and sits down. "How's it going?" a common question. "This place bities, I can't wait till break," he answers.

Lunch over and Doonesbury read, its now time to hit the 1:15 class, the last of the day. He struggles through the professor's lecture and, class finally over, he returns to the dorm. He decides to spend the rest of the afternoon taking a nap. 'It's the best way to pass the time before supper.'

Five o'clock now and time for the evening meal. Before going over to eat, he treks over to the mailbox and again is confronted with an empty cave. Sadly, he makes his way to the dining hall and joins his friends for supper. "It's a relaxing time, a time filled with conver-sation. He sits and chats, all the time waiting for the moment to begin in earnest. With the time and he begins, stands up, and says, "Well, it's about that time. I wish I could just bag these damn books."

The next four hours are spent studying, but even then he keeps counting the minutes until he can get back to the dorm. When he finally returns, he looks at the clock and says, "Only a half hour till food sales open.

After eating his pepperoni pizza, he finally decides to go to bed. He undresses, hops into bed and, just before turning out the lights he says to his roommate, "What a lazy day. I sure wish this was Friday night. I can't wait 'til the weekend."

And he wishes and he wishes.

He's wasting his life away.

---

**Doonesbury**

---

"DON'T I HAVE ENOUGH TROUBLE WITHOUT YOU UPSETTING RONNY LIKE THIS?"
Boston was celebrating the resurrection because Boston knew those friends of Jesus wouldn’t lie. So Bo, my travelling companion, and I nibbled at chocolate bunnies. We felt it was the least we could do to celebrate, if Jesus Christ had really triumphed over the grave.

On Sunday, as we drove through New England, we again heard the news on the car radio: pilgrims in Jerusalem were celebrating the resurrection. The Pope had given an Easter message to the world. Dr. Billy Graham himself came on the wire to tell us of his faith that Christ is immortal in glory after having died to save Billy Graham from his sins. Bo and I ate a piece of peanut butter. "I might not believe in the Pope," we said to ourselves, "but it would be churlish to doubt Billy Graham."

At midnight on Easter Sunday, we stopped at a novitiate for seminarians in Holland, Michigan. The novices were in bed: worn out, we were told, by their feasting. The resurrection news had reached the novitiate, but we had missed the party. Bo and I nibbled at some left-over peanuts. "If you didn’t believe in the Pope," I said despondently, "these jelly beans are getting stale."

On Monday afternoon, at six o’clock, we drove to a lovely house in the suburbs of Detroit, where Bo’s family was waiting for us to join them at dinner. Within minutes, a chilled Easter feast had been served: fresh bread and fruit, a spicy hors d’oeuvre of cauliflower in a free concert is something that shouldn’t be passed up. Seniors should be encouraged to continue to make music and enjoy the events that are important to them. The group gave at the Blue Festival here three years ago.

Luther has received unanimous acclaim as he leaves audiences amazed wherever he plays. His performance at the Ann Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival prompted the Detroit Free Press to call him "a totally contemporary bluesman... the new guiding light in the genre." It will be an evening well spent.
St. Cecilia Award winner announced

Colonel Arnold Gabriel selected

The University of Notre Dame Band has selected Colonel Arnold Gabriel, Director of the United States Air Force Band, as the 1974 recipient of its annual St. Cecilia Award. Initiated in 1962 this award is the highest recognition that the Notre Dame Band can give. It is presented each year to the outstanding contributor to the Catholic Band movement.

Col. Gabriel first entered the armed forces from his hometown, Cortland, New York, in 1942. He served as combat machine gunner with the famed 29th Infantry Division in the European theater of operations during World War II. Discharged in 1946, he entered Ithaca College, New York, as a music major. Graduating cum laude in 1956, his biography appeared in "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities" that year.

Re-entering the service in 1953, he was first assigned to Sampson AFB, Geneva, New York as a Warrant Officer Bandleader. In 1955 he commuted to Ithaca College and earned his Masters Degree in Music Education. From 1955 through 1968 Col. Gabriel served as Band Director of the Tactical Air Command and Conductor of the TAC Band located at Langley AFB, Virginia.

Col. Gabriel was appointed Command Band Director, United States Air Forces in Europe, and Commander and Conductor of the USAF Europe Band, Wiesbaden, Germany in 1958. It was during this five year tour of duty that he was awarded the Legion of Merit for his outstanding service to the United States through music.

While stationed in Europe, Colonel Gabriel's fame as a conductor became widespread throughout the music world. In 1969-70 he assisted in the formation and training of the Danish Home Guard Band of Copenhagen, for which the government of Denmark awarded him one of its highest awards, the Cross of St. George. In 1969, he conceived and formed a NATO Band, which was composed of military musicians representing the fifteen NATO nations.

After spending a year as Commander and Conductor of the United States Air Force Academy Band in Colorado, Col. Gabriel was assigned to his present assignment as Commander and Conductor of the United States Air Force Band in Washington, D.C. in June, 1970. With his promotion to the rank of Colonel on October 1, 1970, he became the youngest musician in the military service to attain that grade.

The dedication for the St. Cecilia Award seems most appropriate to Col. Gabriel and is as follows: "St. Cecilia, our patroness of music, pray for us for the grace and insight to improve, refine, and project our musical talents in order that we might better serve for the greater glory of our Almighty Lord."

"May we be better able to emulate the example of true Christian sensitivity in artistic standards as set forth by the recipient of our award, Col. Arnold Gabriel."

Past winners of this award are: Forrest L. McAllister, Bro. Leonard Leary CSC, Rev. Immaco Clementi, SHJ, Dr. James Nielsen, Prof. Adam Lesinsky, Dr. VACLAV Nehybel, Mr. James Feddersen, Dr. Norman Dello Joio, Dr. Alfred Reed, Dr. William Revelli, and Prof. Glenn E. Raimun.

A MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL WITH

FRANK ZAPPA

AND THE

MOTHERS OF INVENTION

and special guest soon to be announced

Sunday, May 12

7:30 pm

at the Notre Dame A.C.C.

Tickets are $5.50, $4.50, and $3.50 and are available at the ACC Box Office, Boogie Records and the other usual ticket outlets in the area.

PRODUCED BY BOOGIE RECORDS & KARMA-SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

Love tap.

Not lover to another.

A nice place
to begin your weekend

Mass & Dinner 5pm Every Friday
Oil production to be cut soon

LONDON (UPI) — Oil producing countries may begin cutting production to ensure the prosperity of future generations, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries said Thursday.

Khene said OPEC members Kuwait and Libya already had cut their oil production to ensure the prosperity of future generations.

He told a London conference on oil and international money that OPEC had no official conservation policy at present, but predicted all oil producers would follow this course "eventually."

"We hold the world at risk," he said.

Mr. Jaworski," told the testimony I gave the Los Angeles office. "But I was not involved in the investigation and I don't believe that I am a target of the investigation if possible.

Blech said he had not been contacted by Jaworski's office about the tax returns and did not know if he would be called to testify.

Jaworski's and the IRS refused to confirm that the tax case had been turned over to the special prosecutor.

The Washington Star-News reported that DeMarco had been scheduled to meet soon with an IRS investigator, but now was scheduled to meet with Jaworski's staff instead.

Earlier this month, reviews by the IRS and Congress' joint tax committee concluded Nixon had underpaid federal taxes by more than $430,000. Nixon said he would pay the back taxes and interest costs as determined by the IRS.

The two studies found that Nixon's deduction of the donation of his vice presidential papers to the National Archives was improper. It also said Nixon failed to pay taxes on capital gains resulting from the sale of his New York City apartment.

The White House issued a statement saying that mistakes in Nixon's tax returns were made "by those to whom he delegated the responsibility for preparing his return and were made without his knowledge and without his approval."

Jaworski gets tax records

By CLAY RICHARDS

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Internal Revenue Service has turned its records of the investigation of President Nixon's tax returns over to Special Watergate Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, it was reported Thursday.

Arthur Blech, the Los Angeles tax accountant who prepared the President's taxes, told UPI he had been informed that testimony he gave the IRS in early March had been turned over to Jaworski.

Attorney General William Saxbe said earlier that Jaworski had requested permission to handle the returns.

The special prosecutor's office would become involved in the investigation if possible fraud were suspected in preparation of the tax returns.

"I have not been informed that I am a target of the investigation and I don't believe I will be," Blech said in a telephone interview from his Los Angeles office. "But I was told the testimony I gave the IRS was being turned over to Mr. Jaworski."

Blech, a prominent West Coast tax accountant, has maintained he never talked with Nixon directly about the tax returns, but prepared them on specific directions from Frank DeMarco Jr., one of Nixon's personal lawyers and tax advisors.

Blech said he had not been contacted by Jaworski's office about the tax returns and did not know if he would be called to testify.

Jaworski's office and the IRS refused to confirm that the tax case had been turned over to the special prosecutor.

The Washington Star-News reported that DeMarco had been scheduled to meet soon with an IRS investigator, but now was scheduled to meet with Jaworski's staff instead.

Earlier this month, reviews by the IRS and Congress' joint tax committee concluded Nixon had underpaid federal taxes by more than $430,000. Nixon said he would pay the back taxes and interest costs as determined by the IRS.

The two studies found that Nixon's deduction of the donation of his vice presidential papers to the National Archives was improper. It also said Nixon failed to pay taxes on capital gains resulting from the sale of his New York City apartment.

The White House issued a statement saying that mistakes in Nixon's tax returns were made "by those to whom he delegated the responsibility for preparing his return and were made without his knowledge and without his approval."
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Bar owners fight student destruction, theft

(continued from page 4)

...and the pressure would be off us to stop something we often can't stop."

While the law prohibits customers from drinking outside the bar, hundreds of Senior Bar members will mill around on the grass outside the bar in warm weather. Tony Zuaro, manager of the Senior Bar, suggests:

"Because we're on University property and the University has its own security force, I think the authorities tend to look the other way."

Damage

At 11:30 a.m. one of the bartenders at Nickie's sits resting his arms on the bar, obviously tired. On this morning and two others during the week, he comes to clean up from the night before. "Whatever you do," he advises, "don't ever work as a bartender at a student bar."

"There are thousands of cigarette burns in this carpet. You can't pick up cigarettes with a vacuum cleaner. You have to pick them up by hand. I've seen mornings with an ashtray on a table and 20 cigarettes put out on the carpet around the table," the Nickie's bartender says.

In the student bars, pictures get torn down from the walls. Bar stools are stolen. Pinball and pool tables are banged around. The bar owners have a litter problem but they were forced to go to paper cups partly because customers were stealing their glassware.

Zuaro at the Senior Bar tells about the Southern Cal football weekend when a new set of drapes in one of the upstairs rooms were torn down and thrown out the window, along with a few chairs.

"If people treated the places a little better, they might have nicer bars to go to because the owners wouldn't be afraid to fix the place," says the morning bartender at Nickie's.

By Hesburgh

Food shortage predicted

by Jeanne Murphy

Wire Editor

Predicting that an imminnt global food crisis "will make the energy crisis look like a picnic," Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh appeared to the Overseas Development Council and June Brune last week. He is chairman of the board which is creating a new report titled "Agenda for Action, 1974," on impending shortages of food and other commodities.

Hesburgh called on the United States to "give a little moral leadership for a change" in averting famine in countries containing nearly a fourth of the world's population.

Hesburgh did not call on the present top levels in Washington for moral leadership. "I don't think the present cast of characters (in Washington) is the United States of America. I think leadership is where you find it, and if you don't get it where you expect it, you look somewhere else. There is a tremendous well of leadership in this country," he continued.

The "Fourth World" consisting of 40 countries with an aggregate population of 900 million is immediately threatened by a crisis of three vital commodities—fuel, food and fertilizers, according to Hesburgh.

He claimed that the present famine south of the Sahara Desert in Africa would spread to India, Pakistan and Bangladesh within the upcoming year.

Because these countries have no rich sources of exportable goods like other "developing" nations, they are at rock bottom on the economic scale.

These underdeveloped nations range from the Maldives Islands where the national gross income per person is $80 a year with a population of 100,000 to India with 600 million inhabitants and a national gross income average of $10.

Hesburgh believes the time is coming when "people will turn on TV at night and watch other people starve to death." Sacrifice to obtain maximum benefits for these people is minimal, he assured. He commented, "Suppose every American every week gave up $5 to buy McDonald's quarter pound hamburger. That sacrifice would be equivalent to saving between ten million and fifteen million tons of grain that could be used to feed these starving people of the Fourth World."
Three vie for top Israeli post

By THOMAS ACKERMAN

The race to succeed outgoing Prime Minister Golda Meir narrowed Thursday as the three top contenders, sources within her ruling Labor party said. Associates of Information minister Shimon Peres said he had the inside track to the candidacy for the nomination, joining Labor Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Foreign Minister Abba Eban, who both were reported willing to run.

A caucus of the party's 61-member central committee is to convene Friday to select a someone who would go to President Ephraim Katzir and offer to put forward a new caretaker cabinet, succeeding Mrs. Meir's government.

"This is becoming a real free-for-all, just like an American primary," said a source close to Rabin. "It's the first time in Israel's history," said a source in Peres' Rafi wing of the party.

The party's six-member central committee is to convene Friday to select a someone who would go to President Ephraim Katzir and offer to put forward a new caretaker cabinet, succeeding Mrs. Meir's government.

"Labor sources said the committee is expected to adopt Eban's proposal requiring an absolute majority vote for the nomination. Thus, the top two vote-getters will probably go into a runoff ballot Monday, the source said.""

Labor party secretary general Yadin conferred with the three top contenders and Deputy Prime Minister Alfonso Almagi and Justice Minister Haim Zadok, to ask about their intentions. Yadin heads the five-man committee that will submit the candidates' names to the central committee. Almagi and Zadok, the sources said, expressed unwillingness to run.

The sources said Finance Minister Pinhas Sapir, 66, the party's unchallenged kingmaker and top power behind its nationwide organization, said he would not interfere in the race or recommend his own preference.

Sapir said this week he was determined not to run himself, but associates in the party's majority, Mapai, said he would continue to propose that he seek Mrs. Meir's post. Sources in Rafi, the party faction nominally led by Defense minister Moshe Dayan and Peres, said the outcome of the balloting hinged on how the Mapai committee members voted. Eban, they said, could depend only on a certain proportion of Mapai representatives, while the balance would be divided between Rabin and Peres.

Mrs. Meir tendered her resignation last week, saying she sensed a popular discontent with her government since the October Middle East war, and indicating she favored national elections to "reassess the nations political situation.

The party's leadership, however, voted this week to try and fielding approved a new caretaker govern- without recourse to elections in a meeting held after the Dec. 31 balloting in which Mrs. Meir's party lost strength.

Sadat expresses regret
over Russian's attitude

By MAURICE GUINDI

CAIRO (UPI) - Egyptian President Anwar Sadat said Thursday the Soviet Union has failed to come through with Egyptian arm's requests since the October Arab-Israeli war and indicated one reason may be Cairo's warming relations with Washington.

Sadat said the present state of Egyptian-Soviet relations was due to a "misunderstanding" and said he was ready to "sit down with the Soviets as friends and clear up the misunderstanding.

Sadat said Egypt "does not question" the Soviet Union or vice versa.

He said among possible causes of the misunderstanding might be "our rapprochement with America and the West and our open door economic policy."

Sadat said there has been a "peaceful change" in the Middle East policy. He said instead of the former "100 percent Soviet Union" approach, American policy was now even more "open.

Sadat spoke at a joint session of the People's Council (parliament) and the executive committee of the Arab Socialist Union (ASU), Egypt's only political party.

Sadat presented to the joint session a lengthy document designed as a blueprint for Egyptian strategy and domestic policy for the years ahead. The meeting approved the document and decided to put its recom-

The Midwest's most complete needlepoint shop

Special: 10 percent discount upon presentation of Student I.D.

Hours: Monday-Saturday, 10am-9pm Sunday, 12pm-6pm

NOW RENTING

One and two bedroom furnished apartments

Featuring:

- Swimming pool
- Community building
- 2 baths in the 2 bedroom

Air conditioning
Diswasher
Range
Refrigerator
Garage disposal
Tennis court

Location: 3 blocks from campus

"Apartments with the student in mind"

Call 232-5853 for rental information or visit Crestwood management company 3012 east edison road, south bend, indiana
The prayer will be held in rooms 210-214. Sessions will be held, one at 9 a.m., and the other at 2 p.m. All sessions at 9 a.m., 2 and 8 p.m. On the final day, Saturday, two sessions will be held, one at 9 a.m., and the other at 2 p.m. All sessions will be held in rooms 210-214.

Mary Sweeney Looney, who with her husband Charles presides over Sweeney's Shantrock on Main Street, designed the shirt worn round the country.

"We buy several hundred every year and they always sell out," said Mrs. Looney. "We get calls from all over the country and always have 'rush' orders to send out during football season. People have told me they've seen Sweeney's shirts in England, Europe, Greece — one even gave me a picture of a soldier wearing one in Vietnam."

There were a dozen original Sweeney's sweatshirts, which through a printer's mistake appeared without the apostrophe. But they prompted such a tremendous response that a reorder was made, and a tradition began.

"I'd give anything to have one of those original shirts," said Mrs. Looney. "I know of at least one South Bend, but the owner wouldn't hear of parting with it. He wears it to all the football games."

The shirts are manufactured by a Waterloo, Iowa, firm. Mark Wilder, one of the student originators of the idea, is now in the business with his father.

"Over the years we've kept the finest quality cotton in them, but now that there's a cotton shortage the prices have been going up," Mrs. Looney noted. "Recently we've taken four price increases but we've raised the cost to customers only twice. We've also had to absorb higher taxes and postal fees."

The shirt currently sells for $5.75 but a 10 per cent increase is expected May 1. "I'll have to keep the price around $6.00," Mrs. Looney explained.

There have also been problems in obtaining certain sizes. This year Sweeney's received mostly large and extra-large shirts, with only a few mediums. They were unable to get any smaller sizes.

"But most people buy them big anyway, no matter what size they wear," noted Mrs. Looney.

"Does Father Hesburgh have a Sweeney's shirt?"

"No, but I think he should, don't you?" asked Mrs. Looney.

Saint Mary's College will be the site of a day-long symposium, "Women: Choices and Careers," Saturday, April 26, 1974. Beginning at 9 a.m., registration will be held at the west entrance of Madeleva Memorial classroom building.

Sponsored by the Indiana Career Resource Center, "Women: Choices and Careers" is aimed at all Michiana-area girls and women.

The purpose of the symposium is to facilitate increased communication among women's groups in the community, and to gain a better understanding of the needs felt by area women for career assistance.

The day's agenda will include several special workshops plus a panel discussion. Some of the topics to be covered are: sex roles, discrimination, the woman as sole supporter of a family, mid-career changes, day care, occupational counseling for high school students, and assertiveness training.

Invitations to the symposium have been extended to local high school and college counselors and students, area social agencies, various women's organizations, and youth groups. However, all Michiana residents concerned with opportunities for girls and women are encouraged to attend.

A $3.00 fee covers all activities plus morning coffee and luncheon. Tickets may be purchased at the door of the day's symposium.

For further information, please contact Carol Berry at the Indiana Career Resource Center, 289-3051, or the office of public information at Saint Mary's College, 284-1844.

The fast will be held in support of Project Relief, a non-profit organization which was established in 1971 in response to the needs of Bengali refugees in India. Project Relief is now focusing its energies on the African drought disaster.

On Wednesday, May 1st, students in colleges and high schools across America are encouraged to organize the "Fast to Save a People." Co-sponsored by Oxfam-American and Project Relief, the Fast is aimed at helping the six to ten million people who face death from starvation as a result of a five-year-long drought, which has been called "the worst ecological disaster of the century."

On May 1st, students are urged to skip one or all of the day's meals, and to donate the money thus saved to help the people of the drought-stricken area.

Students are also encouraged to solicit financial sponsors to underwrite their fast.

Funds raised in this way will be used immediately for food, family planning and medical assistance. In addition, they will be carefully channeled into long-range programs to help build the kind of sound and sustainable agriculture urgently needed in these developing nations.

Co-sponsors of the day-long fast are Oxfam-American and Project Relief. Oxfam-American has 30 years of experience in the field of international relief and long term development assistance.

Project Relief is a non-profit, charitable fund-raising organization which was established in 1971 in response to the needs of Bengali refugees in India. Project Relief is now focusing its energies on the African drought disaster.

RESERVATIONS
284-4176
Student - Faculty
ND-SMC Staff
12*

Two Notre Dame students salute Sweeney's on their tenth anniversary of sweatshirt tradition. (Staff photo by Paul Joyce)

The Beggar's Opera
John Gay's ribald musical romp
Apr. 26, 27, May 2, 3, 4 at 8:30 p.m.
O'Laughlin Auditorium (St. Mary's)

In addition, they will be carefully channeled into long-range programs to help build the kind of sound and sustainable agriculture urgently needed in these developing nations.

Students are also encouraged to solicit financial sponsors to underwrite their fast.

Funds raised in this way will be used immediately for food, family planning and medical assistance. In addition, they will be carefully channeled into long-range programs to help build the kind of sound and sustainable agriculture urgently needed in these developing nations.

Co-sponsors of the day-long fast are Oxfam-American and Project Relief. Oxfam-American has 30 years of experience in the field of international relief and long term development assistance.

Project Relief is a non-profit, charitable fund-raising organization which was established in 1971 in response to the needs of Bengali refugees in India. Project Relief is now focusing its energies on the African drought disaster.

K.O. SPINS THIS AFTERNOON & TONIGHT AT THE
SENIOR BAR
HAPPY HOURS 4-6
25¢ PINTS
WINE COOLER $1.00

JUNIORS—DON'T FORGET
JUNIOR NIGHT AT THE SENIOR BAR TUESDAY APRIL 23
8:30-1:00

All Showings in the Engineering Aud.
Admission $1.00 each showing Cinema 74 Patrons Free

The symposium continues tomorrow at the CCE building with sessions at 9 a.m., 2 and 8 p.m. On the final day, Saturday, two sessions will be held, one at 9 a.m., and the other at 2 p.m. All sessions will be held in rooms 210-214.
Netters dump W. Michigan

Tennis Center. The victory was five losses.

the 12th for the Irish against only five singles and doubles as well as one victory in their 17 matches.

Stahlik. The two have paired for 13 victories so far this season.

playing in the number three spot for Notre Dame so far this season.

points. O’Connor will return this year to defend his crown as will Ed Byrne who placed runner-up last year with 800 pts.

The decathlon is open to all students, including any varsity athletes, and faculty. The individual events are based on 100 or 1000 maximum; the perfect performance with the minimum number of points any event receive for an even being three entries.

The decathlon was based primarily on the “Superstars” event run by the Irish Guard. The events are as follows:

April 19, 9:15 a.m.: 1,200 yard freestyle swim—Cartier Field
April 20, 6:00 a.m.— Nine holes of golf—Carrico Memorial Golf Course
1:30 free throws—Rock

100 yard freestyle swim—Rock pool
50 Softball throw—12” softball
100 yard dash—Cartier Field
10,000 mile run—South Quad

Terry: you love your red face

Terry: Love your face, no matter what color

Your secret admirer

For sale: for a sale, 100 yard dash tickets for Beach Boys Concert Good seats on the floor section B. Call 6995

For sale: 2 Beach Boys tickets. Section 11 (33.35) Call Bob 8993

For sale: 2 Beach Boys tickets. 12’ 60. piece. Call Dan 1506

Final!!! Kerouac biography in paperback. Good reading, not of Panter’s Books.

Cats 3000 KA Grand Opening event held at 10 a.m. Excellent condition. 3 months old. Can be had for $357.00.

Fender Bandmaster amplifier head. Priced at $319.99 or best offer. Call 333-1974

Pioneer SX-436 receiver. 11 months old. Excellent condition and still under warranty. $500.00. Call Jim 1487

Yamaha folk guitar (FG-130) and vintage case 198.30. Excellent condition. Can be had for $195.00

Bikeless couple willing to store two bikes 11 men and 1 woman with summer vacation in exchange for their use for evening recreation. Call Don Booth at 734-1234

Part time help, weekend evenings parking cars.

Robert O’Brien, director of Notre Dame bands, announced preliminary tryouts for the Irish Guard will be held March 18, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, at 4:30 p.m. in the band room in Washington Hall.

The decathlon was based primarily on the “Superstars” event run by ABC Sports. With the abundance of track and field on campus, the competition should, no doubt, be fierce with the winner emerging in possession of an impressive title last year’s "best all around athlete" proved to be swimmer Joe O’Connor. O’Connor captured four with 802 out of a possible 1000 points.

O’Connor will return this year to defend his crown as will Ed Byrne who placed runner-up last year with 800 pts.

The decathlon is open to all students, including any varsity athletes, and faculty. The individual events are based on 100 or 1000 maximum; the perfect performance with the minimum number of points any event receive for an even being three entries.

The decathlon was based primarily on the “Superstars” event run by the Irish Guard. The events are as follows:

April 19, 9:15 a.m.: 1,200 yard freestyle swim—Cartier Field
April 20, 6:00 a.m.— Nine holes of golf—Carrico Memorial Golf Course
1:30 free throws—Rock
Baseball Hall of Fame Ted Williams says the hardest thing to do in all athletics is to hit a baseball. The former Boston Red Sox great will get no argument from Notre Dame's captain, Tom Hansen, and that is one of the reasons that Hansen maintains a smile at the young man's batting philosophy.

"When you are batting," the Irish, Pa., native says, "you try to remain relaxed in order to concentrate on the ball. After all, you only have two-fifths of a second from the time the ball is released by the pitcher.

Unfortunately, the hit first pitch attitude has to be right before everything can begin to roll. A first pitch hit is a sure sign that you have confidence you can hit, you will.

Throughout the game's long and glorious past, it has been the wish of every debuting player to hit a homerun his first at bat. However, Hansen went that wish one better, wouldn't have meant a thing if he didn't know it had gone over the fence until I was almost to second, you have to realize that the play wouldn't have meant a thing if someone hadn't driven our two runs in.

"In baseball, as in any other sport, every player and every player is a factor in the final outcome. As captain here, I have to convince people to work as a team. You need nine guys working together."